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Â· Works for all non-native English speakers Â· Written & developed by University Language

Experts! Â· The fastest - most intuitive way to learn English Â· Suitable for all ages - child through

adult Â· Takes you from beginner level to intermediate level, step-by-step. Â· Ideal for business,

travel, school, and home Millions of people worldwide have discovered the value of Instant

Immersion&#x99;, the most effective program available for learning to speak a foreign language

quickly. Based on the highly effective Euro Method&#x99; (an intuitive approach that surrounds you

with native speakers and a new culture), New and Improved! Instant Immersion&#x99; French

provides authentic dialogue and traditional settings that immerse you in the French language and

lifestyle. Written and developed by university professors and linguistic experts, each lesson in this

8-CD suite utilizes the same learning methods and retention techniques used in university-level

language programs. The lesson plan is designed to build a solid foundation of vocabulary terms and

fundamental dialogue skills, all of which are reinforced throughout each advancing lesson. You will

quickly move from a basic speaking level to an intermediate level with easy-to-follow activities on

pronunciation, vocabulary, grammar, sentence formation, and listening. Additionally, the cultural

notes provide you with an inside glimpse of French customs, and introduce proper etiquette

appropriate to various situations. Whether learning for business or for pleasure, you'll quickly learn

how to confidently speak French with Instant Immersion&#x99;. The Quickest way to learn a

language, guaranteed! The most widely used method in the world! Written and Developed by

University Language Experts! Designed to emulate everyday situations you may experience while in

a foreign country, the New & Improved! Instant Immersion French course fully prepares you for

interaction among native French speakers. Developed by university professors and linguistic

experts, this thorough curriculum moves you from a beginner level to an intermediate level, fast -

simply hear the words in French, their English translation, and then repeat. Starting with a complete

phonetic introduction to the alphabet (each sound is also demonstrated with a vocabulary term), this

8-compact disc suite focuses on building a strong vocabulary base of commonly used terms. Each

proceeding CD includes concepts from the previous lessons, ensuring you retain each core

principle. As you progress, you&#x92;ll easily apply verbs and vocabulary terms to informal and

formal dialogue. In addition, the cultural notes introduce you to ethnic foods, French traditions, and

appropriate etiquette that will benefit you while traveling. From greetings and questions to food and

days of the week, the New & Improved Instant Immersion French suite is the quickest and easiest

course available for confidently learning to speak the French language. Lesson Plan includes: CD 1:

Alphabet, sounds CD 2: Greetings, days of the week, weather CD 3: Numbers, time/hours,



telephone numbers, and corresponding verbs CD 4: Questions, verb endings, conjugations,

prepositions CD 5: Shopping terms, methods of payment CD 6: Expressing a goal, intent, and

corresponding verbs CD 7: Quantity, discussing opinions, prepositions CD 8: Course review
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I am writing this review as someone who could already get by in French and has been fluent in

Italian for many years. As I listen to these 8 CD's, I am surprising myself at how much French I've

picked up and retained through the years (like "Le cheval est mort.") So it's a great refresher

course.I'm not sure how much I would get out of these CD's if I didn't already have some knowledge

of French. Notice that I didn't say "book", because... there is no book.With these CD's, you may

become conversant, but you won't be able to read anything in French or be able to pronounce it. But

if ALL you want to do is speak & understand when spoken to, not being weighed down by trying to

spell things in your head may be a good thing.

I liked this package for what it is. Good practice in comprehension. The first CD really does a good

job of teaching pronunciation. It goes through vowels, consonants, and combinations. Lots of

examples are given. Then, the course goes through all basic vocabulary: numbers, days of the

week, weather... You get to listen to conversations and then answer questions about what you

understood. I think there is much gained when you are unable to cheat by reading a conversation



on a page. This package works especially well for people already familiar with French and those

who have a french text lacking an audio component.

Most of the self teaching material out there is books.This one has no book, as said by another

reviewer.This is a good way to supplement your beginning French reading material with something

that has audio.As with learning any language or skill, there is no "one product" that does it all.If you

need a beginner level audio program to go with your beginning French reading material, this is a

good selection.An easy way to get your French off the ground.This is for beginners, it is not for

those who already have a solid grasp on French.

Bought this to brush up on my French, which I haven't used for 15 yrs before a trip this fall. Is very

good on pronunciations, but can be confusing. Goes through the French saying before translating in

English. It seems backwards to me, but otherwise is a good product.
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